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order of a few percent with parameters roughly modeling F . The possibilities

of comparison vlth experiments in the presence of simultaneous spin-polarizing

elastic scattering are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Spin polarized electron energy loss

spectroscopy (ELS) is coming up as a valuable technique for

studying both bulk and surface electronic structure of

ferromagnetic metals . Due to the imbalance between

majority-spin-electron density and minority-spin-electron

density, the spin-polarized ELS process turns out to be very

strongly spin-dependent. In a reflection ELS experiment, two

main factors contribute to give a net spin polarization. The

first is elastic scattering by the lattice, which is necessary

in order to reverse the electron momentum back out of the metal.

The role of elastic scattering in spin-polarizing the beam is

particularly emphasized by Siegmann et al . Presumably the

mechanism underlying should be an effective spin-dependent

potential { we note however that recent spin-polarized LEED
(2)

calculations carried out along this idea do not throw much

light on the problem ). The second process contributing spin

polarization is inelastic scattering - which as is well-known,

takes place essentially in the forward direction . Here we

focus our attention on the spin-polarizafcion that can arise

by inelastic scattering in the bulk ferromagnetic metal. We

shall exclude from our considerations any effects of spin -

orbit coupling, which of course can produce spin polarization

even in a paramagnetic metal (4)

The impinging electrons can lose

energy by exciting magnons, plasmons and electron-hole pairs

(disregarding electron-phonon scattering as very weak ). Magnon
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excitation is clearly spin dependent , it has however never

been clearly pin-pointed experimentally. Various estimates

show that its contribution to ELS should be smaller than other

excitations ' ' . Plasmons in a ferromagnetic metal are

collective excitations involving simultaneously majority and

minority-spin electrons. It seems plausible that the energy-

loss process due to plasmons should also be approximately

spin-independent. This point has recently considered by

Helman and Baltensperger and the spin-independence

has been verified by recent experimental observations . This

leaves electron-hole pair excitations as the process which is

mainly responsible for the spin-dependence of the ELS process

in ferromagnetic metals. There are basically two contributions

to spin-polarization from electron-hole pairs. Firstly, the

possibility of an up spin electron to lose energy and remain

up becomes different from that of a down spin electron to lose

the same energy and remain down. Secondly, there is the effect

of spin-flip loss-events. These events occur even in a

paramagnetic metal where, as Fig. 1 shows, they carl easily be

of the same importance of the non-flip transitions. But of

course, since in that case n^ = n^ , their net effect balances

out. In the ferromagnetic case, this balance is destroyed, and

spin-flip inelastic events will contribute to ELS polarization.

In the following we shall be concerned with the calculation of

the two inelastic non-flip probabilities. R V ( E O . W ) and R ..(E uJ )
nt nt o,

as well as of the corresponding spin-flip probabilities

R L ( E ,W) and R_(E ,i«0 ( in this latter notation,t or 4- stands
t o t o

for the incoming electron spin, and f stands for flip, so that

for example R (6 ,<**) is the probability that the incoming

electron with spin-down will lose energy to and flip to spin-up.)

E' is the kinetic energy of the incoming electron measured
o

from the vacuum level.
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Fig.l: Comparison of R (E ,U>) and R f(
E
o>

<*)) f o r a paramagnetic

metal, calculated at 10= E , as function of electron

kinetic energy E above the vacuum level.



In the next sections we will lay out our

model calculations of spin-flip and non-flip transitions which

are possible for a spin-polarized low-energy electron energy

loss process in a ferromagnetic metal. We will chose two models,

aimed at simulating very roughly iron, respectively for low

energy ( E <5eV ) and higher energy ( 5eV<E <200eV ) primary

electrons.

The rest of this work is presented as

follows. In section C.2 we describe our methods of calculation,

and we apply it first to obtain the inelastic loss rates for

both non-flip and spin-flip processes in a paramagnetic metal.

In section C.3 we introduce the two models A and B starting

from a disscasion of the actual band structure of our prototype

ferromagnetic metal., which is Fe. In section C.4 we derive our

results for the four loss rates R ' and R ' in model A.
nf f

They are meant to be representative only for very low primary

electron energy, in section C.5 the same calculation is carried

out for model B. Finally the results are collected and discussed

in section C o , where possible connections with existing or

foreseeable experiments are spelled out.

2. ENERGY LOSS RATES FOR SPIN-FLIP AND NON-FLIP

SCATTERING PROCESSES IN A PARAMAGNETIC METAL.

2.1. SPIN-FLIP SCATTERING IN A PARAMAGNETIC METAL.

Spin-flip, without spin-orbit coupling

effects, occurs when an incoming primary spin-polarized low

energy electron falls into one of the empty states above E and

kicks out an opposite-spin electron from one of the filled

bands. This is illustrated diagrametically in Fig.2.

Our starting model is simply a free-

electron-metal of electron density n, Fermi energy E , and

work function <p . For all future numerical estimate we shall
2 3 -3

assume n = 1.7*10 cm , a corresponding Fermi energy is

E = H.leV, and a work function is about <P = 4.3eV. These

numbers correspond very crudely to the case of Fe. The primary

electron energy E will be measured with respect to the vacuum
o

zero, which is E + <ji above the bottom of the band.

We calculate the energy loss rate due to

the spin-flip scattering process, R^C 1 0), for an incoming

spin-down electron by means of perturbation theory ( Greens

functions). The scattering rate of the electron from the state

p b E(p) to the final state (p-q)T, E(p)- u) with the momentum

transfer q and energy transfer ui between antiparallel spin

electrons is proportional to the imaginary part of the forward
(8)

scattering amplitude , that is according to fig.2b ,

-5-
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(b)

Fig.2a: A possible spin-flip process for an incoming

spin-down electron in a paramagnetic metal.

Here the circled cross(5)indicates the detection

process.

Fig.2b: A Feynmann Diagram representing spin-flip process.
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X Ge((p-q)T,E(p)-u) .

v(p-q-k,E(p)-£-w)

q+k̂ J,6+a) . Gh(kt,O

{1)

Here we have assumed fi = 1 and taken U as a positive quantity
e h

always. G and G represent the Green's functions for electron

and hole respectively. V represents the Coulomb potential.

Substituting tue corresponding free-electron Green's functions

in above eqn.1 , one obtains,

Im

(2)

(2Tt)
li- 111- |v(p-q-k,E(p)-{-o

!J(2K)3J(2Tt) ' ~

6-E(k)t-ir|

Here 9(E(p-q)T-E —41) ensures the outcoming spin-flipped

electron to be above the vacuum level. 6(E{q+k)^- E ) restricts

the incoming electron to fall down into the energy band above

E and 9(E -E(k$ restricts the hole (k) to be below E . Even

the First integration is ingeneral difficult, due to the

complex e-depedence contained in the dynamically screened

potential V. As a first approximation we shall replace V with

a statically screened Coulomb interaction, namely

V(q)
v(q) = as:

&(q) (3)



where q is the Fermi-Thomas static sdreening length given by

U ,
(4Ttne?/m)l/2

(4)

Then the energy integration in eqn.2 can be done by straight -

forward contour integration since the two terms have poles on

the opposite sides of the real axis. Thus one obtains, after

6 -integration and taking the imaginary part,

1

V
d_q ld_k

(2TT)3J(2Tt)3

X 6(EF-E(k)|). (v(p-q-k)| .

* S(E(q+k)J.-E(k)f -U?)

-E -$) 9(E(q+k)|-Ej X
F F

-E(p-q)t -<J) *

(5)

It should be noted that in our free-electron

model E(p)=p2/2m , e(E(q+k)-EF>=9(|q+k(-pp) and e(Ep-E(k))=

9(p -W)- Using dimensionless quantities where all momenta

are expressed interms of that is for example q

and all energies are expressed interms of 2E , that is for

example l*S —

form as follows.

, eqn.5 can be expressed in a more simple

2 * 2 / /

«tW = ' -\(- - ) |d 3 q U 3 k e(E(p-q)t-E -
2TC3 V 2E J J j

SI P-q V / 2 -U).j(k.q+ q2/2 - tt*)
(6)

- 9 -

The three dimensional integrations of q and k are to be carried

out numerically. The details of the integrations are discussed

in Appendix. The resulting spin-flip loss rate is shown in

Fig;1. It is to be noted that for a paramagnetic metal, spin-

flip loss rate for both spin—down and spin—up incoming electrons

are equal.

C.2.2. NOM-FLIP SCATTERING IN A PARAMAGNETIC METAL.

The possible electron-hole pair

excitation- processes contributing to non-flip energy loss

inelastic scattering of incoming spin-down electron is shown

in Fig.3.

Let us denote R (CO) for the non-flip

transition rate associated with the diagram Fig.(3b). This

represents the process in which incoming spin—down electron lose

energy by exciting either down or up spin electron-hole pairs,

both with equal probability. Then R (W) is given by
nr 1

Im [
(21t)JJ(21T)JJ(2tr)

9(E(q+k}|,-EF)

2Tt|—^ I l i • V(q)2- 9(E{p-q)l-E -*).e{E(q+k)i -E ) X
|(2Tl)3J(21t)3 F F

X eCEp-EtkJI.SCECp^-Etp-qJj-Qj.SCEfq+kJl-EfkJj-tJ)
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-u> J
|E(P) I E(p)-« |E(p)
+ P _T p-q • s>

-k) . S(p-q - . S(q.k +q2/2 -

Note that, the last expression of eqn,7 is given in terms of

dimensionless quantities.

There are two diagrams associated with

the non-flip transition process as shown in Fig.3c in which

the incoming spin—down electron falls into the band above E

and kicks out the spin-down electron from the same band below

E . These are the exchange processes. Let us call R (tO) for
r nt2

the transition rate associated with the diagram Fig.3d. This is

very similar to the process Fig,2b previously considered. We

give the final expression of R (<»>) as follows.
nt2

dJk .
(p-q-k)2+

G((q+k) -1) -q2/2- <

e(l-k) X

(8)

Fig.3: Possible non-flip processes and corresponding

Feynmann diagrams for an incoming spin-down

electron in a paramagnetic metal. (Diagram (e)

and (f) contribute the equal scattering amplitude

for the exchange process). Here the circled cross

indicates the detection process.
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We denote R (W) for the transition rate
nf 3

associated with the diagrams Fig. 3e and 3f. It should be noted

that these two diagrams contribute the same scattering amplitude.

These diagrams are associated with the exchange process. The

final expression of this quantity is given as follows.
-12-
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2Tt3 \ 2E

e( i -k )

S(p.q -q 2 /2 -W).S (q.k-q

(9)

The to ta l non-flip t ransi t ion rate for

spin-down incoming electron can be obtained by summing up

these contributions. Thus one obtains.

RK(
nr

= 2R1
R
nr i

n f 2
(10)

The details of the three dimensional

integrals Involved in eqn. 7 are discussed in Appendix I.

The integrals involved in eqn.8 and 9 are very similar to

that of eqn.6 and they are discussed in Appendix II. It is

also to be noted that in the present case R
Df^ ™ R

n f ^ '

The quantity R (w) of eqn.6 and R
n f(

w)

of eqn.10 are to be compared for a given electron energy loos

U) . The results will be discussed in detail in section C.6.

For the time being; we may already note that the spin-flip

rate becomes rapidly non-negligible as the primary electron

energy E increases,
o

-13-

3 . THE FERROMAGNETIC CASE (TWO-BAND MODELS)

The band structure of ferromagnetic Fe
In)

is shown in Fig.4 after the calculations by Callaway and Wang ,

$ee also the relevent paper of Caputi et al . Of course, it

is for the time being out of the question to prefer a real

calculation with these energy bands. We must therefore try to

model these bands in a significant way. For the purpose of

modeling, we note the following two facts. First, very near E

there are two sets of very flat d-bands, lying one above and

are below E , with an exchange splitting A about 2.0eV.

Second, very high above E ( 5eV or more ), the bands look

more free-electron-like, and the exchange splitting seems

reduced. We have therefore decided to consider' two distinct

models, A and B, that should be applicable when E ̂  5eV and

when E \ 5eV respectively.

MODEL A

The model A has two very flat bands of

which only the lowest is occupied by spin-up electrons. The

exchange splitting between the bands is ^ =• 2eV. The Fermi

energy E is leV measured from the bottom of the lower band.

The Fermi momentum p* is chosen to be the size of the

Brillouin zone of Fe so that p' = —- =2.2 A with lattice

constant a = 1.68 k. The corresponding spin-up electron density
2 3 - 3 •"•

is n - 1.79x10 cm . The effective mass m of the electron
*

in this band is given by m /m = 18.

MODEL B

The model B has two bands with m /m=l

and an exchange splitting A , with both bands occupied.

- l i t -



20

N

Energy band structure of ferromagnetic Fe as calculated by

J. Callaway and C. S. Wang (ref.9 ). Solid line: majority spin

energy levels. Dotted line: minority spin energy levels.

In this model we assume that both majority-spin-electron

(spin-up) and minority-spin-electron (spin-down) bands have

the same Fermi energy E . We denote p* for the Fermi momentum

of the spin-up band and p for the corresponding one for the

spin-down band. Since electron densities are such that 1? \ ri'',

for same E . We choose the band exchangethen we have p* y p*

splitting A as a parameter to determine the amount of bulk

magnetization. Total electron density is taken to be free -

electron density of Fe so that n + n *
21 -1

n = 1.7*10 era

/2m + A , measuring from the bottom ofSince E = p+ /2m =

the lower band and recal l ing that p = ( 6irn*') and al

P_, — ( 6iCn ) , one can extract E value easi ly for a gi

value of A . The ra t io of the two Fermi momenta i s given by

and also

ven

1

p /p* = ( 1 -
1 /2

)) '". The amount of bulk magnetization for

an

following expression.

a given A and corresponding E can be obtained from the

i - (l- - V E F )
2 / 3

( 1 1 )

In Table I , the amount of bulk

magnetization for some values of A and corresponding E are

given. Clearly there is no single value of A that will describe

Fe accurately. In the spirit of a model calculations, we will

derive numerical values for A = 1.5eV. The paramagnetic model

we have considered in the previous section is the special case

of the present model B with A = 0.

Both models , A and B , are shown in

Fig;5.
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(a)

A <eV)

0

1 . 0

(Fe)_* 1.5

2 . 0

3-0

4 . 0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8 . 0

Ep(eV)

11. 10

11.68

11.93

12.17

12.64

13.10

1J.S5

13.99
14.40

14.82

n

0

6

10

12

2 0

26

33

39

46

52

- x 100

. 7

. 0

.5

. 0

•7 «-(Fe)

.2

.7

.2

. 4

=11.93eV Table I. The bulk magnetization for model B for

given A and corresponding E . A is the

exchange splitting between two bands. As

indicated the case of Fe falls somewhere

between 4=1.5 and 4 eV.

(b)

Fig.5: Free-electron like energy band models for the majority

and minority spin energy levels representing a ferromagnetic

metal, (a) Model A: E lies between the two bands leaving

the minority spin band empty, (b) Model B: both bands

lie below E .

-17-
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4. ENERGY LOSS RATES FOR MODEL A

4.1. SPIN-FLIP RATE CALCULATION.

We consider first an incoming spin-down

electron. It will fall down into the empty spin-down band and

kicks out an another electron in the spin-up band, as shown in

Fig.6a. Following the same procedure as previously discussed

in section 2, the spin-flip transition rate FT(w) associated

with Fig.6b. for the model A is obtained as,

Im
id

V(p-q-k)|

9( E(k+q)|-A) 6(Ep-E(k)t)

= 21t -13 J J L I V(p-q-k)| -9{E{p-q)t-E - * ) .
J (2*)3|(2U)3 ' F

(a)

E(p)

(b)

(12)

In this model E(p)J.= p /2m + A and

E(p)T" p /2m , measuring from the bottom of the lower band. Here

also we impose static screening to the Coulomb interaction part

V(p-q-k). Again using the dimensionless quantities for energies

and momenta , as previously defined, one can express

-19-

(c) (d) R

Fig.6: (a)&(b): Spin-flip processes and (c)& (d): non-flip

processes for an incoming electron with spin antiparallel

to the majority spin electrons in model A.
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= S(p.q -q2/2

hi E(q+kH-E(k)t-W) - £(q.k +q^2 + A -

Ep-E(k)1) = (13)

Eqn.(12) can then be rewritten in the following form,

f-E -*).9(E(q+k)|-A)

i-k).£( p.q -q2/2 -S( q.k +q2/2

(14)

As before e(E(p-q)f-E - 4> ) ensures that

out.coming spin-flipped electron be above the vacuum zero. After

integration with S(E (p)4.-'E(p-q)t-"> ), it becomes

9( E(p)^~E - ̂» - U>) and sets the minimum threshold energy of the

incoming electron namely E = E(p\L-E - (j> — lX> . Also the
o,min F

condition 9( E(q+k)i-A) ensures that the incoming electron

falls into the empty spin-down band above A from the bottom

of the spin-up band. After integration with $( E(q+k)i,-E(kyT-01)

i t becomes 9( E(k)T-w-A), and since the maximun value of -

E(k) is E , this condition sets the miniraun threshold energy
loss to be W . Here k integration is restricted

rain F
in the fermi sphere of radius 1, However no restriction is

needed for |q+k 1 to be outside the Fermi sphere because the

spin—down band is already empty in this model A. The three

dimensional integrals can be done by following the procedure

outlined in Appendix II.

4.2. NON-FLIP RATE CALCULATION.

Non-flip transition processes associated

with the electron-hole excitations for an incoming spin-down

electron are shown in Fig.6c. Let us denote R^ (W) for the
nf

non-flip transition rate associated with this process for fixed
energy loss w. We give the final expression for t& (w) as

nf
follows.

= 2TC

Q( E(q+k)t-E ) e( E -

E(p-q)J,-E - * ). 6 (E (q+k)f-E

9(EF-E(k)fl.

(IS)

Again using the dimensionless quantities

for the energies and momenta, one can express,

S( E(p)|-E(p-q)J,-u)) =

$( E(q+k)t-E(k)t-W) =

EF-E(k)

f 1
b( p.q -q /2 - U))

Si q.k -t-q2/2 - v<J )

6( 1-k ) (16)

-21- -22-



Eqn.(15) can then be rewritten in the following form,

2
>( E(p-q)i-EF-<6).

* 9( l-k ). $( p.q -q2/2 -u»). S( q.k +q2/2-u>)

(17)

This eqn.(17) is very similar to eqn,(7)

except here the incoming and outgoing electron is in the spin-

down band which is above A from the spin-up band where the

electron-hole excitation has been taken place.

Next, we consider an incoming spin-up

electron. For this the only possible process is non-flip

scattering. The relevent interactions associated with the

non-flip process are exactly the same as those given in Fig.3,

with the spin direction to be reversed. Thus we can use the

same equations (7),(8), and (9) and the final form of R n f(
u)

can be obtained from eqn.(10).

5. ENERGY LOSS RATES FOR MODEL B

S.I. SPIN-FLIP- RATE CALCULATION.

Let us first consider the spin-flip process

for an incoming spin-down electron. The possible scattering

process is as ahown in Fig.7a. The final expression for this

spin-flip scattering rate R (w) can be given as follows.

f

1
— % I — , • |v(p-q-k)|.9( E(p-q)t-E -
(2W)3J(2«)3 F

(18)

If we express above eqn.(18) with the

dimensionless quantities, measuring all energies interms of 2E

and momenta interms of p̂ , and recalling Pp/pp = ( 1 - 2A ) ,

we obtain

p.q -q2/2

( E(q+k)J-E(k)t-lO) = ${ q.k +q2:2 +A-U))

e( 9(lq+kl- (1-2A )1/2)

Ep-E(k)t

Then the final form of eqn,(18) can be written as follows.

-23- -2lt-
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E(P)

q+k
E(p)
> P.

E(p}-e -to
p-q-k

E(p)-6-W
p-q-k

(b)

(c)

Fig.7: (a) & (b): Spin-flip process for an incoming electron

with spin antiparallel to the majority spin electrons

and (c) &. (d): spin-flip process for an incoming electron

with spin parallel to the majority spin electrons in

model B.

-25-

9(E(p-q)t-E -<£). 9( l -k)

9(|q+M-(l-2A)l/2).$(p.q -

(19)

Here it should be noted that when

performing k integration,k must be restricted to the interior of

Fermi sphere ( k < 1 ) while the vector (q+k) must always be
1/2

greater than (1-2 A ) . The details of the three dimensional

integral of eqn.(19) can be found in Appendix'III.

If the incoming electron is spin-up, then

the possible spin-flip process is as shown in Fig.7c Here the

incoming spin-up electron falls into the spin-up band above E

and kicks out a spin-down electron from the spin-down band below

E . Denoting tf) for the spin-flip transition rate for this

process, and after following the same procedure as before, the

final expression for R (i»>) can be given as follows.

- ^ 3 , — , • lv(p-q-k)l. 9(E(p-q)|-E -
(2Tt)3 ](2H)3 F

-E(k)

e(E(q+k)t-EF).S(E(p)t-E(p-q)i-^).$(E(q+k)t-E(k)4--U>)

(20)

Again making use of the dimensionless

.quantities as above, we have

-26-



S(E(p)t-E(p-qU-W)

J(E(nfk)t-E(k)l-U)

9(E(q+k)t-EF )

9(EF-E(k)4)

(p.q -q2/2 - A -

(q.k +q2/2 - A -

e((i-2A)l/2_k)

Then eqn.(2 0) can be rewritten as

(21)

Here k integration is restricted in the
l/2

Fermi sphere of radius (l-2i) , while the vector (q+k)must

always be greater then 1. The details of the three dimensional

integral of eqn.(20) can be found in Appendix IV.

-27-

5.2. NON-FLIP RATE CALCULATION.

First we consider the case where the

incoming electron is a spin-down electron. The possible non-

flip scattering processes for this incoming spin-down electron

are shown in Fig.8. In the process, Fig.ga, and associated

Feynman diagram , Fig.gb, the incoming spin-down electron lose

energy by exciting electron-hole pair in the spin-down band.

There is no contribution from the spin-up band in this case.

We denote R (w) for the non-flip rate for this process. In
nt 1

the process as shown in Fig.8c and the related diagram Fig.8d,

the incoming spin-down electron excites an electron-hole pair

in the spin-up band. We denote R («»)} for the non-flip rate

associated with this process. In the process as shown in Fig.Se

and related diagrams Fig.gf and gg, the spin down electron falls

into the spin-down band above E and kicks out another Spin-down
1

electron from the same band below E_. We denote R _„(*•>) and
1 F nf 3

R f .(
u)) for the non-flip rates associated with these diagrams

Fig.gf and Fig.8g respectively. The final expressions for these

scattering rates, using the dimensionless quantities of energies

and momenta, are given as follows.

y e<|q+k\-(l-2A)l/Z). -q 2/2- +q2/2 -

(22)

-28-



|E(P)

(e)
E(p)
p. I E(P)-W

Non-flip processes possible for an incoming electron with

spin antiparallel to the majority spin electrons in model B.

29-

21C3X 2E F
JJ J

8(E(p-q)|-E -^).e([q+kI-1)

2 2.2
q + qFT )

X S(l-k).i(p.q -q2/2-tJ). S(q.k +q2/2-tJ) (23)

- ̂ (-'i fa [>
**3l2EF'J J

.S'(p.q -q2/2-U). ̂ (q.
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(25)

Total non-flip transition rate for the

incoming spin-down electron can be obtained by summing up the

above contributions. Thus one obtains

The factor 2 in the last teim arises from the equal contributions

from the diagrams Fig.8g and 8h representing the exchange

process.



If the incoming electron is polarized to be

a spin-up electron, then the possible non-flip processes are as

shown in Fig.9 . Again if we denote R^f 1 (w), R^f2 M , ^ f 3 ^ '

and R (u) for the non-flip transition rates associated with
nt 4

the diagrams Fig. 9b, 9d, 9f, and 9g & 9h respectively, we

can express the final expressions for these non-flip rates as

follows.

" , 9(E(p-q)t-E -4>).
,dJk -J-

2,2
)

(27)

' . 9(E(p-q)t-E -^>).
dJk b

2.2
)

(28)

8{E(p-q)t-E -
dJq

< 9(l-k).S(p.q - (29)

Recalling that Fig.9g flnd 9h contribute the same scattering

amplitudes to the exchange process,
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p-q

q <
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nf4
(g)

€,k

E(P)
P

E(p)-U) *E(P)

Fig.9: Non-flip processes possible for an incoming electron with

apin parallel to the majority spin electrons in model B.



(30)

The total non-flip transition rate R
nt

can then be obtained by summing up above contributions.

The three dimensional integrals involved in

the above expressions can be carried out by following the

methods outlined in Appendices I and II. The results will be

collected and discussed in the next section.

- 3 3 -

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

6 . 1 . RESULTS AND COMMENTS

The results of the present calculations

are the four inelastic scattering rates; R , R , R and R ,

for both models A and B. Each transition rate is a function

of the primary electron energy E , and of the energy loss fc>
o

(the momentum loss q being already integrated upon, in view

of the fact that q-resolved low-energy ELS techniques do not

really exist ), All values of the rates obtained from our o

model calculations are expressed in common factor of —""-[—•"*•

From these four basic rates, we can

also define other useful quantities,

Total energy loss rate of 1 /f- >L + i,

an unpolarized beam 2 nf nf f f

Inelastic rate for creation

of polarized electrons with

energy E - »J from an unpola-o
rized beam (energy E )

o
11 i> •— ( R + R ) : spin-down

2 nt t

Total loss rate (energy loss id )

of a spin-up (down) polarized beam R Rnf + Rf

whence we obtain

Relative spin asymmetry between

total loss rates for polarized

incident beam



Polarization of inelastically

scattered beam (energy E -10)
o

for unpolarized incident beam

(energy E )
o

= A (E ,
out o

We present our results both as

function of the energy loss w< >- for a fixed primary energy

E , and as a function of E for a fixed u) . The range of E
o o o

chosen goes up to lOeV for model A, and up to 2 00eV for model

B. These energy ranges, we stress, are chosen because model

A is expected to retain meaning only for extremely low primary

energies. Model B is valid for higher energies. However, for

E jj lOOeV, the large-U part of the loss spectrum is dominated

by secondaries, which are created through cascades , not

properly described here. Therefore we must restrict our

considerations to vJ <lOOeV, and it does'nt make much

differences to the results changing to above some 200eV.

MODEL A

(J - dependence

Fig.10 shows the W-dependentxalcu-

We note several facts that wi

present themselves quite generally in the following:

lated rates for E =5eV. We note several facts that will
o

a) the non-flip loss rate is larger for down than for up—

—spin electrons.

b) the non-flip rates decrease for increasing energy loss

c) the flip rate ( here only R is aon zero, as there are

no spin-down electrons in the ground state) is instead

-35-

Model A

10-1

10
-2

10-3

Fig. 10: Comparison of R^E ,|0) and R _(E ,0) for model A
t o nf o

with statically screened V(q), calculated at fixed

electron kinetic energy E = 5eV, as function of energy
O ^^ *

loss (0 . The values are given in unit of -^.f—"F )
2tl3\ 2EC/
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an increasing function,

d) the flip rate is generally negligible with respect to

non-flip for this low E and for ti> small.
o

The following comments can be made that

help to understand these results.

a) the non-flip rate for down spins does not have an exchange

contribution (see Fig.6), while that for up spins of course

has it (see Fig.3, with reverse spin^). The exchange contri-

bution is of opposite sign to the direct one, leading to

R S R . Quantitatively this fact is well-recognized, and
nf ( .

quite lucidly pointed out by Bringer et al as well as

Rendell and Penn
(12 )

. However we find the exchange cancell-

ation of the spin-up inelastic non-flip rate much less
(2)

dramatic than expected on the grounds of Frder's and

Bringer et al's crude assumption, that was R /filr =n/rft.

This last quantity equals zero in model A, while the left-

-hand side is typically of the order of 0.5 for model A

( and even smaller, or negative, for model B).

b) the non-flip rates involve basically energy-loss function of

the type Im€7q,u>) , a quantity which is generally

decreasing for larger t»J t corresponding to a decreased

joint density of states between initial and final states.

This accounts for the generally decreasing behaviour of R CW)

c) the flip rate is instead large for larger to because here

it is the joint density of states between E and £ + lO
o

which is involved,with very small : the largest joint

density of states will be achieved for w E , as is indeed

found.

\

N ^*

J

/

\ \

n f * * * • • ,

with

with

1

Model A

Ep = I eV

A = 2 eV

£ = 4.3 eV
E Q = 5 eV

unscreened V(q) I

screened V(q) .

-

1 
1 

1 
1 

\

^-1

10
-2

Z io
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1 2 3 4 5 eV
CO

Fig. II: Comparison of R_(E ,W) and R „(£ ,<<>) for model A
t o nt o

with unscreened V(q), calculated at fixed electron

kinetic energy E =5 eV, as function of energy loss 10,

The values are given in unit of —

-38- 2vr



d) inspite of this contrasting behavior of R and R . the
nf r

flip rate remains well-below the non-flip rate except

perhaps for the largest energy loss ui =>E , for small E .
o o

This is somewhat contrary to the intuitive expectation that

very low primary energies could help the observation of

spin—flip , The fact is that processes where the primary

spin-down electron falls down by the whole E and kicks out
o

a spin-up electron with energy close to E aren't very
o

probabje at all. On the contrary, soft-pair emission is the

most probable event, as explained in c) above.

We have also tried to judge the extent

to which the present, conclusions are influenced by the

particular crude choice of screened Coulomb interaction

( see eqn.3 )j by re-doing the same calculation with an
2 2

unscreened Coulomb interaction V(q)= (lte /q . The result,

shown on Fig.11, indicates that all of the above conclusions

remain true in that case, suggesting that, while numerical

values would of course depend substantially on the choice

of V, the physical conclusions in the end do not.

E -dependence
o

We have chosen two ways of presenting our

results for the primary electron energy dependence. The first

is for fixed energy loss t*J , as examplif ied on Fig. 12 , The

second is for U)=E , as shown on Fig,13. This latter choice is
o

suggested by the fact that it is in this condition that spin-

-flip appears to be most probable.

Examination of these results leads to the

-39-
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H
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Model A ;

E f = 1 eV I

6 = 2 eV

<f> = 4 . 3 eV "

P F T / P * = 0 . 9 2 4

10 = 4eV

• i t t i i t i i

-1
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-0.3 0.7 2 10

o;min
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12 14 eV

E

-3

\f A, M

Fig.12 : Comparison of R..(E ,10) , R C(E ,vi>) and R' (E ,l»)
t o nt o nf o

for model A , calculated at fixed energy loss

tO = 4 eV, as function of electron kinetic energy E

above the vacuum level.
_2_

( The values are given in unit of —s-

-1*0-



a) at fixed energy loss u> , the difference between up and

10-1

10
-2

10
-3

Fig. 13s Comparison of

16 eV

,(d) and R*p (£<,/•>) for model A

calculated at W — E , as function of electron kinetic

energy above the vacuum level.

(The values are given in unit of — I I )

2 • 2

2E p
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down non-flip rates remain about constant for all E . On
o

the contrary, the flip rate drops dramatically for increa-
sing E .

o
b) for maximum loss, i.e U=E , the E -dependence is more

o o

interesting. While at low E (&E ) the flip rate has no

weight, it does pick up and remain about constant for larger

energies, while at the same time the non-flip rates drop.

Remarkably, for E £,8eV, only up spins seem to survive.

Unfortunately, however, the model is inapplicable in this

energy range so that it is doubtful whether the prediction

that the very low energy inelastically scattered electrons

should be up-spin polarized, which model A makes, has

actually anything to do with real situations, like that of

Fe.

Asymmetry

Lastly, we have considered the asymmetry

parameters A. and A , defined previously. Fig.14 shows the
in out

behavior obtained from the rates of Fig.13. for model A. The

predicted low-energy asymmetries are large, in the order of

20$ and larger. Interestringly, the asymmetry for incoming

polarized beam A. is found to stay negative since the inelastic

rate is larger for spin-down electrons. This is to be contrasted

with the asymmetry for an incoming unpolarized beam , A ,
out

which changes sign from negative to positive, as E increases

from lev to SeV. Thus an outgoing beam of nearly-zero energy
inelastic electrons («>•»E ) should switch from initially

o
-1*2-



up-spin—polarized to down-spin—polarized, when E is increased.

This behavior is to be attributed to the sharp onset of spin-

flip transitions as shown in Fig.13.
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k Model A

Ep = 1 eV

1 » 2 eV

£ = 4 . 3 eV

At W = E
o

2 i X

r /
• V

A >
out

/

6

/

i

— -

y
/

1

10

- ^ ^ • ~

/ /

12
i

H eV
U> = E

o

Figl4: Comparison of AQut and K^ , calculated at E for the
o

model A, as function of electron kinetic energy above the

vacuum level.
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MODEL B

U) - dependence

The four transition rates for model B

are displayed in Fig.IS. The following features are evident.

a) the qualitative behavior is similar to that already found

for model A for the flip amplitudes only that show a monotonic

increase with energy loss to

X f ,
b) of the two flip rates, R is larger than Rf ( in model A

R was zero).

c) the non-flip amplitudes exhibit three qualitatively different

regimes: an increase up to W E followed by a drop and

finally by a further increase between ~60eVand E .

d) the down and up—spin non-flip rates are very close to one

another. At low >A> «60eV) R A R ' and attO>60eV the
nf nf 4, 4-

reverse is found. However the total rate R -+R- is always
nt t

found to be larger than R^_+RT for an incoming polarized
nt t

beam.

While for point a) the same comments

apply as for model A, the remaining findings require some

extra Comments:

b) the spin-flip inelastic rate is larger for down-spin

electrons, because it involves exciting an up electron,

and there are more of those.
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c) the low-energy peak of R can be ascribed to exhaustion of
nr

the f-sum rule in the energy range between E and l*> , Of
F p

course, proper inclusion of dynamical screening effects would

have produced a better-looking piasmon peak, but the essence
is the same. As for the nature of the increase near d>= E

o
we notice that it is due to one of the four separate
diagrams that contribute to R ..As explained in the previous

nr
aaA R

n f 4sect.5, these four terms are Rnfj'^nf2'
 B

Fig.16). The process R „ is the one that increases with

and becomes dominant near w=E . It should be noted, however,
o

that this part of the spectrum is not to be taken seriously,

because the processes of cascade generations of secondaries

— that would take place in a real situation - have not been

included here,

d) the change of sign of R »-R „ from negative to positive as

the primary energy is increased can be understood by splitting

the non-flip rates into its four contributions as shown in

Fig. 16. Of those, R +R'''J?O-2R'*' is always larger than the
nr 1 nt2 nf 4

corresponding term for spin-down electron as intuitively

clear from the simple fact that n ̂ri*T However, for the

process R ,_ the opposite is true, and since this term is
nf 3

fastly increasing and importance with increasing u) , this

leads to a reversal of behavior foru^60eV. This behavior is
[12)

consistent with Rendell and Penn's finding that the

{w-integrated) total rate is larger for down spins than

for up spins, provided the primary energy E is larger than

about 70eV. The dominant contribution in u) cones from low

W -values near E , for which we also have R Jy&
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E -Dependence
o

Fig.17 shows the primary energy dependence

of the loss rates for a fixed energy loss W = 60eV, Examination

of the results leads to the following comments.

a) for a fixed energy loss (0 , the spin-flip rate R is

comparable to non-flip rate near W ~E and it drops as E
o o

increases.

b) the seperate terms contributing to total non-flip rate are

plotted in Fig.lS. R „ and.R drop slowly whereas R
nr 1 nr Z nr 3

and (-2R _ ) drop quite remarkably with increasing E . At
ni.4 o

low energies R and (-2R ) terms are dominant and at

nf 3 nf4
higher energies R and R terms become dominant,

ntl nt2

c) the spin-f l ip rate R* for spin-down electron i s always

larger than that for spin-up electron at a l l energies.
d) for low energies. (60<E<80eV)j non-flip rate R" i s larger

o nr

than R and the situation becomes reversed at higher energ- _

ies. However the difference between non-flip and flip rates

for spin-up and spin-down respectively are compatible to

each other so that over all rate R is found to larger thar

R"at allenergies for an incoming polarized beam.

Fig.19 and 20 illustrate the behavior

expected when varying the primary electron energy, and turning on

nearly zero outgoing electron energy. Like in model A, the flip

and non-flip rates rapidly approach one another for large E •

We stress again that this behavior will probably be impossible

to observe, due to the presence of s

-1(8-
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as function of electron kinetic energy E .
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Fig. 1 9 : Comparison of

120 140

<J = E (eV)
o

), calcuated at

U)= E
o, as function of electron energy EQ.
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20 40 80 100 120 140

E (eV)
. o

Fig.20: Comparison of R_(E ,ia) and R* (E ,w), calculated at
r o tir o

01= E , as function of electron kinetic energy above

vacuum level.
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Asymmetry parameters

Fig.21 and 22 show the behavior of the

asymmetry parameters for model B. These parameters are extracted

from the rates of Fig.IS and 17 respectively. A third asymmetry

parameter A is introduced: ~ R

n f
' w h i c h

appears to be more appropriate for the purpose of making contact
(12)

with the calculation of Rendell and Penn , who do not

consider explicitly spin-flip processes. The predicted low -

enegry loss asymmetry parameters are rather small, as compared

to those in model A, of the order of 3%. Again here, the

asymmetry for incoming polarized beam A. is found to stay

negative as it behaves in model A. Apart from the scaling

factor the behavior of all quantities in model B of Fig.21

are roughly similar to those of model A in Fig.14 and therfore

similar comments apply.

Fig, 22 requires some extra comments. The

asymmetry for an incoming unpolarized beam, A , changes

sign from positive to negative, as E increases from 60eV to

200eV for a fixed energy loss W =60eV. Thus outgoing beam

suffering fixed energy loss should switch from initially up -

polarized to down-polarized, when E is increased. This

compares well with the results obtained by Rendell and >Penn

which show the similar behavior for the ( U>-integrated) inverse

mean-free paths.

We wish also to point out that the present

results for model B qualitatively supports the assumption of

Bringer et al , that > /£• = R/R* = n^/n^where A represents

the mean-free-path which is inversely proportional to the

loss rate. However, we find that quantitatively this assump-

tion grossly overestimates the exchange effects. For fixed

(12)
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Fig.21: Spin asymmetry quantities A , A and A ^ ,

calculated for fixed electron kinetic energy

E = lOOeV, as function of energy loss <J .
o
( for model D) .
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* -M-* # I

4> A
electron energy E = lOOeV we found that R /RT is between 1.04

o

and 1.1 and for fixed energy loss W =60eV, it lies between 1.08

and 1.12. On the other hand the assumed value of n*/n ,for

A = 1.5eV, is 1.22. Therefore the effects of exchange are

weaker than supposed by Bringer et al

Finally it is intuitively clear that all

asymmetries must be proportional to the magnetization. We have

checked this by repeating our calculations for different values

of the exchange splitting A . In Fig.23 we have plotted the

asymmetry quantity A
out

at fixed lO = E = SOeV , as function
o

of A. . The relationship is found to be linear as expected.

The paramagnetic case , ( A = 0) is also

of some interest, as a special case of model B. Fig.1 shows

that even though there is of course no asymmetry left, the

spin-flip processes are of about the same importance as in the

ferromagnetic case.
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6 , 2 . DISCUSSIONS AND POSSIBILITIES OF EXPERIMENTAL TEST.

8eV

Fig.23: The spin asymmetry A as function of A which corresponds

to the amount of bulk magnetization calculated atu)=E =50eV.
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The inelastic spin-dependent electron

scattering cross sections calculated here are of importance to

various types of experiments. We shall consider here briefly

spin-polarized photoemission, transmission energy loss spectro-

scopy, and reflection energy loss spectroscopy.

In spin-polarized photoemission * ,

the electron is kicked out from its band (or core) state E,

by a photon -fitO , up to an excited state Ek<- -Vfiut . The

excited electron, envisaged as a wave packet, must then propa-

gate to the surface, and exit to be detected, its spin and

energy being analyzed. During the process of excitation and

that of propagation the electron may suffer electron-electron

scattering, both elastic and inelastic. Therefore, if one

neglects the extra effects of crossing the surface barrier, the

final electron polarization will result from the superposition

of a) the initial polarization in the band state, b) the

polarization acquired by elastic scattering and c) the polari-

zation acquired by inelastic scattering.

Bringer et al have shown experiraentally

that in Ni the overall effect of b) and c) is to enhance the

average up-spin polarization of the photoemitted electrons from

5%(average band value) to about 8%, at least so long as the

final electron energy is small (&15eV). They have also devised

a simple scheme for estimating the amount of polarization

brought about by elastic and inelastic events. Their conclusion

is that the increased up polarization is essentially the result

of elastic scattering with inelastic events leaving essentially

-58-



the average spin-polarization unchanged. While this scheme has
(l 1?.)

been criticized ' , as too crude, it is out of doubt that

the correct conclusion that elastic scattering dominates this

experiment is correct. Therefore, it will be possible to

compare the present theory of spin-polarization in inelastic

scattering,only once accurate calculations will be available

for the elastic pj>rt a* well.

Transmission energy loss experiments '

could represent in principle the cleanest tool to study the

inelastic spin-polarized scattering. If the film thickness is

small enough, the forward elastic scattering polarization

could be kept small. Also single-scattering losses are most

probable. Unfortunately, however the incoming electron energy

must by necessity be very high at least . For such a high

primary energy, the processes that lead to spin-polarized

inelastic scattering become very weak, in correspondence to

the loss of importance of exchange. This is clearly shown by

Fig.17. A very high energy electron is essentially a distin-

guishable particle from the band electrons, since the chance

to lose all its energy and momentum to one of them is very

small. The spin asymmetry is predicted to fall steadily with

energy, as shown on Fig.22. We note, in passing that the all

asymmetry parameters are negative after ~*100eV, in qualitative
(12)

agreement with Rendell and Perm's result for Fe. Should it

become possible to measure extremely small spin asymmetries

in electron transmission spectroscopy, this asymptotically

negative value could be tested.

Reflection electron loss spectroscopy

(ELS) is probably the most promissing technique. The electrons

that are backscattered by the surface of the crystal are

-59-

collected and analyzed in energy, but not in momentum. Those

electrons that have lost less than 2O-30eV have most probably

suffered a single inelastic scattered event, along with one

elastic event, which has been necessary to turn them back out

of the crystal. For primary energy from 50eV onwards, the

electrons that have lost most of the energy are instead

secondaries. The latter are generated by a cascade of inelastic

processes , which is difficult to analyse theoretically

in terms of spin polarization. Siegmann et al have shown,

in specific case of Ki Fe B , that the overall spin polar—
40 40 20

ization of secondaries from a ferromagnetic metal is essen-

tially nil. On the other hand, the low-energy loss elastic and

inelastic electrons show a spin polarization. For E = lOOeV ,

the reflected electron asymmetry S(E) ,(corresponding roughly,

but not identical, to A. defined earlier) goes from 2% for
in

\t> =o(elastic) to zero for ^ =60eV then negative and small for

u) smaller.The interpretation of this experiment is not straight

forward. A simple scheme is indicated below.

0 E

E -U
o

s r/s s

(a) (b)

a) the reflected electron suffers one large-angle elastic

scattering, followed by a small-angle inelastic scattering

( the inelastic cross-section falls very fast with angle)

b.) the two processes above occur in reverse order.
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We may tentatively consider the two channels

a) and b) as approximately independent and nan-interfering.

Including spin polarization , each scattering event can be

represented by a 2X2 matrix that connects incoming and outgoing

beams, represented by 2-component vectors. Thus the elastic

scattering of an electron of energy E may be characterized by:

(E) V ̂ 4, e U )

while the inelastic matrix is composed of the rates calculated

earlier

R
A
R,

nf

If 1 =• o is the incoming beam at energy E , and J -
( )

the outgoing beam, at energy E - «"> , we have, summing

processes (a) and (b),

j = ( e R + R e ) l
o

where e stands for e(E ) and e stands for e(E -l»> ) . For
o o (l ̂

example, the experimentally observed quantities

are given by

for I-= 1, Ii=0,

°* V1

nf

This show that the measured spin polarization

S( S(E) ) = { M H - K^)/( M^+ N^)

contains elastic & inelastic contributions that are all tangled

up in a rather complicated way. Simultaneous measurement of

several different quantities will be necessary before each rela-

tive contribution can be singled out, Siegmann et al .have

stressed the importance of spin polarization elastic scattering

in their experiment. If spin polarization in the inelastic event

were negligible, ( R =R*_ , R =R.=G ) , we would have
nr nr r r

S( N(E)

where the last formula follows from further neglecting spin-

flip probabilities with respect to non-flip.

If on the opposite extreme, the elastic

effects on spin polarization were negligible with respect to

the inelastic, we would obtain ( for o
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all £lips=O )

S( N(E) ) = I ± £ _ £

= A. (E ,
in o

"nf

( Rnf

APPENDICES

Appendix I.

Consider the following type of integral.

quantity which we have described explicitly above.

As Fig.21 shows, the prediction for A,

is that it should remain negative for the whole range of 10 .

The observed S for E =100eV is instead positive at small
o

and turns gradually negative when u» y 60eV. This indicate

that while Siegmann et al's conclusion that the elastic

scattering dominates at small i*> is probably the whole story

in this regime, there may be still a contribution due to

inelastic scattering to the sign reversal of S at larger tO
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= (d3q dJk.G(|q+k|-l).9(l-k)
2 2

q + q F T

ijdrq4k 2 d k{

(A.I)

This type of integral can be found in non-flip

rate expressions R „(<»>). O-conditions restrict k to be inside

the Fermi sphere of radius 1 whereas the vector (q+k) must

always lie outside this sphere. In Ref.(3) the choice of the

k integral domain to satisfy both O-conditions and delta -*

function +Q /2-U>) after V^ -integration is discussedU ,+Q /2U>) after V^ -

in detail. This integral domain gives the partical-hole

excitation region in (u>«*q) plane, which is displayed in Fig.24-

The region bounded by the linesW^q(q/2+l} andW=q(q/2-l) is

the particle-hole excitation region. The curve below <*>=q(p-q/2)

is the region in which energy and momentum transfers are

allowed for the incident electron •of momentum p. Our integral

is limited in the region I and II of Fig.2 4 . After u and

U. , integrations one is left with the form,

-61*-
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Fig. 24: Region of {u)~q) plane in which the integral A.I

is to be performed. Curve (a): UJ=q(q/2+l), (b):

u>=q(q/2-l) , <c):*>=q(l-q/2) and (d) : U)=q(p-q/2).

The region below (d) is the region in which energy

and momentum transfers are allowed for the incident

electron momentum p. The region bounded by (a),(b)

and q-axis is the particle—hole excitation region.
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max i

1 q2dq I k2dk

qI . k •

mm mm

2,2
)

(A.2)

Here different values of k must be set
rain

according to the fifferent region of uJ-q. In the region I,
i I1} 2

It = (l_2u>) ' and in the region I I , k . = "-Vq-q /2 ( s e e
min min

Ref.8 ). Th« integral domain of q, can be found by adjusting

the region between the l ines u>=q{p-q/2), w=q(q/2 + l) and

w = q ( q / 2 - l ) for a given value of to and p.

APPENDIX II.

l(tf,p) = I c d3k

Consider the following type of integral

S(p.q-q2/2-<->). S ( g . 2

(p-q~k)2 ) 2

d3k
|q+k| -

(A.3)

Here fi = cosfp.q), LLqfc= cos(q,k) and ̂ k = cos{Pjk). By

choosing the vector p as the reference direction, ̂ k can be

expressed interns of U and J* by the following relation.

P<1
+ Jl-

1 I

(A.4)

wherehis the angle between the planes of (p.jO



Substituting eqn.(A.4) in eqn.(A.3) one obtains

!

1

q2dqjdf
- 1 •

1 2Tt

- 1 0

(A.5)

Integrals of 1*- and & can be done with the delta functions.
I Pq T

The conditions to be satisfied are

pq
( = X(q)N -1 (A. 6)

and

(A. 7)

Then we are left with the integral

''max 1 l

J J V pq
— ^ TCminTaxn

~
qk
-67-

.2 rrv?-\2

I)2

(A. 8)

Denoting n

A(q) =• 10 - q /2

we can express (A.8) in a more simple form.

(A.9)

qmax

I(w5p) = 2H
max l max

: [ d q [ d r f d k . 1 '
q^, . k..,_ N ck

2 ) 2

(A.10)

Now we are left with the problem of choosing the integral

domain of k and q. Again referring to Fig.24 one can adjust

these domain with the conditions (A.6) and {A.7). The condition

(A.7) can now be expressed in a simplified form as

•>-$?•>"

Here k and C are 'real and positive, but A and B can either

be positive or negative. It can be found that

(a) for (B-C>>0 , k<A/<B-C)

(b) for (B-C)< 0. , k>A/(B-C)

(c) for <B+C)>0 , kNA/(B+C)

(d) for (B+C)<0 , k^A/(B+C)
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I t i s also to be noted that in the region X one

requires k = Jl-2W , with u^O.5. Then one can adjust the

integral domain of k by the following scheme.

B-C

k . = raax(k ,
min o

k = min(l,A/(B-C))
max

k . = k
mm o

k = min(l,A/(B+C). A/(B+C)
max

k . =max(k
min o

k = 1
max

k m i n ^ a x ( k o ' A / ( B - C ) )

k =min(l ,
max *

where in the region I, k = Jl—2i»> and in the region II, k =0.
o o

The integral domain of q can be chosen by the same scheme

we have discussed in Appedix I. After this the integral of

k, f*- . and q be performed numerically.

APPENDIX III.

Considered the following integral which is

contained in eqn.(19).

max 1 .max

= 21C f dq

q . -1 k .
min nu.n

—

(P
2+q2+k2-;
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2 2
FT

(A.11)

Fig.25: Region of (w-q) in which the integral A. 11 i s to be

performed. Curve (a)sU=A+q(q/2+l),(b):u=4+q(q/2-l),

(c)jui=4+q(JTr3*-q/2) and (d) :U=A+q{p-q/2 ) . The region

below (d) i s the region in which energy and momentum

transfers are allowed for the incident electron with p.

The region bounded by (a),(b) and q~axis i s the

par"ticle-hole excitation region.
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where

The particle-hole excitation region as well as the region in

which all energy and momentum transfer are allowed for an

incident electron of momentum p in the present case is shown

in Fig.25 . The choice of the integral domain of k and q be

made by the same procedure as discussed in Appendix II with

reference to Fig.

APPENDIX IV.

Considered the following integral which is contained

i n e q n . ( 2 1 ) .

q_ 1 k
/max , , max qk

2 r j d q j d p k j d k - - -
tnin min

A-Bk ,2
)

2 A
( A . 1 2 )

U> 3

-

/

/ ,

Ij
V
1

1
1

l \
1

1
1
1 1

I
1 1
I /
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o q i

Region of (uo^q) in which the integral A. 12 i s to be

performed. Curve (a):W =-i+q(Jl-ii+q/2),(b): u>=-A +

q(Jl-2A-q/2), (c): w=-4.+q(l-q/2) and (d) : fc>=- A.+q(p-q/2 ).

The region below (d) is the region in which energy and

momentum transfers are allowed for the incident electron

with p. The region bounded by (a),(b) and q-axis is the

particle-hole excitation region,(q =1-^1-24, q =1+Jl-2A ) .
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where X(q) =

A(q) -

+ A + q"/2

k integration is to be performed with

a condition that k must lie outside the Fermi sphere of radius

J 1-2 A wheras the vector (q+k) must always greater than t.

The corresponding particle—hole excitation region is shown in

Fig.26 , The choice of the integral domain of k and q be made

by the same procedure as discussed in Appendix II with the

reference to this Fig. We give the choice of the integral

domain of k as follows.

-B+C

k . =max(k , A/B+C,A/B-C)
min o

k . max(k ,A/B-C)
m m o

k =min(/l-2A A/B+c)
max

In the region I, k =Jl-2(u)+A ) and in the region II, k =0.

The choice of the integral domain of q can be obtained from

Fig.26 for a given value of W and p.
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The numerical integrations are carried out

using a generalised N-point Gaussian quadrature method devise*

by Harris et al which is, in particular, effective for

the catering for various possible singular behaviours at the

end points of the interval of integrations.
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